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Energy Efficient SWIPT: From Fully-Digital to
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Abstract—Simultaneous wireless information and power trans-
fer (SWIPT) enables the transmission of information symbols
and energy simultaneously. In this paper, we study the MIMO
SWIPT systems with limited RF chains at the base station. We
focus on the scenario where there is one information decoder
with a target SINR and several separate energy harvesting
receivers with harvested energy thresholds. To motivate our
energy-efficient hybrid analog-digital beamforming strategy, the
fully-digital power minimization problem is firstly analyzed,
where we mathematically show that the optimal beamformer
consists of only the information beamformer, and derive closed-
form beamformers for a number of special cases. Based on this
result, we further consider hybrid beamforming and propose
an iterative scheme where the analog and digital beamformers
are alternately updated. For the proposed scheme, in each
iteration we design the analog beamformer by minimizing the
difference between the fully-digital beamformer and the hybrid
beamformer. Based on our above analysis for fully-digital case,
the optimal solution for analog beamformer can be obtained
via a geometrical interpretation. We further design the robust
beamformers for the proposed schemes, when only imperfect
channel state information (CSI) is available. The numerical
results show that the proposed iterative designs achieve a close-
to-optimal performance with significant gains in the total power
consumption over fully-digital SWIPT.
Index Terms—MIMO, SWIPT, hybrid beamforming, optimiza-
tion, Lagrangian, geometrical approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the increasing traffic demand and number ofuser equipments (UEs) in the wireless environment,
the power consumption of both the base stations (BSs) and
UEs in the wireless communication systems has increased
dramatically [1][2]. However, most UEs only have limited
power supplies (batteries) currently, which has become a
bottleneck when the power consumption is high, and the
development of battery techniques cannot satisfy the current
energy requirement [3]. Towards this direction, energy harvest-
ing (EH) techniques have been proposed to exploit the natural
energy such as solar, tide and wind to prolong the battery
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life of UEs [4]. However, such techniques usually depend on
the environmental conditions and the natural energy may not
always be available, especially for the indoor environments.
Recent advances have shown that electromagnetic (EM) radi-
ation can be exploited as a potential energy source, based on
the fact that EM waves convey energy that can be converted
to direct current (DC) voltage with rectenna circuits [5][6]. A
step further has been obtained by the wireless power transfer
technique, which has been extensively studied for wireless
sensor networks [7]-[9].
Similarly for wireless communications, the energy harvest-
ing techniques and wireless power transfer enable the UEs to
harvest energy from the EM waves in the communication links,
and therefore have become particularly appealing [10]-[13].
For wireless communication systems, the RF signals carry
both the information and energy at the same time, and there
exists a fundamental tradeoff between information decoding
and energy harvesting, which has been studied in [12] for flat
fading and [13] for selective fading, respectively. Nevertheless,
in [12][13] an ideal receiver that can simultaneously decode
information and harvest energy with the same received signal
is assumed, which is not applicable currently. Therefore, a
more practical approach termed as simultaneously wireless
information and power transfer (SWIPT) is considered in
[14], where three different types of receivers are proposed,
i.e. separate, time-switching and power-splitting. SWIPT with
multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) techniques has subse-
quently attracted a lot of attention [15]-[19], where the SWIPT
techniques for cellular networks are considered in [16][17].
In [18], a robust precoder for MIMO SWIPT systems for
stochastic Rician fading is proposed. [19] employs the zero-
forcing (ZF) method for MIMO SWIPT systems, where it is
shown that the harvested energy obtained by the EH receivers
can be increased at the cost of a signal-to-interference-plus-
noise-ratio (SINR) loss of the information decoders (IDs). A
harvested energy maximization beamforming for EH receivers
while guaranteeing the SINR target of the IDs is considered
in [20]. A data-aided transmit beamforming that exploits the
constructive interference is proposed in [21], which further
improves the performance of MIMO SWIPT systems. In [22]-
[25], the joint information and energy beamforming methods
are investigated for MIMO interference channels, while the
applications of SWIPT techniques have been considered for
interference alignment networks in [26]-[28]. By considering
the broadcast nature of the wireless communications, SWIPT
techniques have also been combined with physical layer secu-
rity in [29]-[32].
In addition to the SWIPT techniques, energy-efficient trans-
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mission is another way to manage the increasing power con-
sumption of the wireless industry. The above existing designs
for MIMO SWIPT systems [15]-[32] all assume a fully-digital
beamformer, which requires a dedicated radio frequency (RF)
chain for each antenna element. Such fully-digital designs will
result in a high power consumption at the BS. Even with
moderate numbers of antennas, the power consumption of the
RF chains is dominant, and techniques that allow a reduction
in the RF chains are desirable. To address this and achieve
an energy-efficient transmission, hybrid beamforming schemes
have been proposed for MIMO systems, which provide a key
solution by allowing a reduced number of RF chains, and the
beamforming is divided into the analog and digital domain
[33]-[37]. In the analog domain, phase shifters are applied to
provide high-dimensional phase-only controls, while a low-
dimensional fully-digital beamformer is applied in the digital
domain. Accordingly, the required number of RF chains is
greatly reduced, which leads to a significant reduction in the
total power consumption at the BS. It has been shown that the
hybrid beamforming approaches can achieve a performance
close to the fully-digital scheme, for both single-user case
[33] and multi-user case [34]. However, the close-to-optimal
performance is achieved by assuming a fully-connected struc-
ture for the antenna array, where each antenna element is
connected to all RF chains. This structure requires a large
number of combiners and phase shifters, which will introduce
significant insertion losses in practice [38]-[40]. The hybrid
beamforming techniques that take the specific practical losses
into consideration have been studied in [38][39], where it is
shown that a partially-connected structure is more preferable
in practical implementation [40]. For the partially-connected
structures, each antenna element is only connected to one RF
chain. While the hybrid beamforming is initially proposed
for massive MIMO systems, what has been neglected in the
existing literature is that the hybrid structure is a promising
candidate for energy-efficient transmission, which meets the
requirement for the future wireless communication systems.
Moreover, the reduction in the hardware complexity and power
consumption directly applies to small-scale MIMO systems.
Indeed, small access points (APs) for the future internet of
things (IoTs) or small BSs (for example femtocells or picocells
that are widely deployed for heterogeneous networks) usually
have limited power supply, which can benefit from the hybrid
structures. Interestingly, such power-efficient approaches by
hybrid beamforming have yet to be explored for SWIPT.
Accordingly, in this paper we investigate the SWIPT tech-
niques for small-scale MIMO systems with limited RF chains,
where we study the scenario where the BS serves one ID and
several EH receivers simultaneously. Specifically, we focus
on the minimization of the required transmit power at the
BS, while meeting the SINR requirement of the ID and the
harvested energy requirement of each EH receiver. We firstly
mathematically analyze the fully-digital beamforming problem
with Lagrangian and Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions,
where we analytically show that the optimality is achieved by
employing the information beamformer only. Particularly, for
the case where there is only one EH receiver, we obtain the
closed-form expressions of the optimal beamforming vectors.
We extend our study to the hybrid case, where we firstly pro-
pose a low-complexity hybrid scheme as a performance bench-
mark. In the low-complexity method, the analog beamformers
are obtained based on the singular value decomposition (SVD)
of the channel, and the low-dimensional digital beamformer is
subsequently optimized based on the effective analog channel.
To improve upon the above hybrid approach, the design
of an iterative scheme is further introduced, where in each
iteration we design the analog beamformer by minimizing the
Euclidean distance between the fully-digital beamformer and
the hybrid beamformer. Based on our analyses for the fully-
digital case, the optimal analog beamformer can be efficiently
solved via a geometrical interpretation. The extension to
partially-connected structures at the BS is also introduced.
Moreover, with the consideration that only imperfect channel
state information (CSI) is available in practical systems, we
further propose the robust hybrid beamforming scheme, where
the channel uncertainties are addressed in the digital domain.
The numerical results show that the proposed iterative scheme
achieves a near-optimal performance for fully-connected struc-
tures, and the performance gains over the hybrid scheme based
on SVD are more significant for partially-connected structures.
It is also observed that the hybrid structures require a much
less total power at the BS to achieve the same performance
as the fully-digital structure, which verifies that the hybrid
structures are more favourable for the future energy-efficient
transmission.
For reasons of clarity, we summarize the contributions of
this paper as:
1) We mathematically prove in Section III that it is optimal
to employ only an information beamformer for the con-
sidered MIMO SWIPT systems. Specifically, we obtain
the closed-form expressions for the special case of one
ID and one EH receiver.
2) We extend our study to the hybrid structures with a
limited number of RF chains. Two hybrid beamforming
methods are proposed, where a low-complexity hybrid
approach based on SVD is first presented in Section IV.
3) We further propose an iterative hybrid scheme in Sec-
tion V, where the analog beamformer is designed by
minimizing the Euclidean distance between the hybrid
beamformer and the optimal fully-digital beamformer.
Within each iteration, the optimal analog beamformer is
obtained via a geometrical approach.
4) We investigate the case when only imperfect CSI is
available in Section VI. We propose the robust hybrid
scheme based on S-procedure by considering the channel
uncertainty in the digital domain.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the system model and conventional fully-digital
SWIPT, followed by the analyses in Section III. The low-
complexity hybrid scheme and iterative hybrid scheme are
introduced in Section IV and V, respectively. In Section VI,
we propose the robust hybrid beamforming for imperfect CSI.
The numerical results are presented in Section VII where the
power consumption model is included. This paper is concluded
in Section VIII.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the system model
Notations: a, a, and A denote scalar, vector and matrix,
respectively. E {·}, (·)T , (·)H , rank(·), and tr {·} denote ex-
pectation, transposition, conjugate transposition, rank and trace
of a matrix respectively. |·| and ‖·‖ denote the modulus and the
Frobenius norm respectively, and I is the identity matrix. We
denote 0 as a zero matrix or vector. Cn×n represents an n×n
matrix in the complex set, and diag (·) denotes the conversion
of a vector into a diagonal matrix. [R]m,n denotes the element
of the mth row and nth column in R, and R  0 means that
R is a Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix. ={a} denotes
the imaginary part of a complex variable a.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND FULLY-DIGITAL SWIPT
We consider a downlink MIMO system as shown in Fig. 1,
where a BS with Nt antennas and N tRF RF chains serves
one single-antenna ID and K single-antenna EH receivers
simultaneously. Perfect CSI is first assumed, while we inves-
tigate the case with imperfect CSI in Section VI. A spatially-
uncorrelated flat-fading Rayleigh MIMO channel is assumed,
and we denote hI ∈ C1×Nt and hkE ∈ C1×Nt as the channel
from the BS to the ID and EH receiver k, respectively. Each






















where we denote M = {1, 2, ..., Nt}. In (1), α0 is a constant
determined by the wireless propagation environment, DI is
the distance between the BS and the ID, β represents the
pathloss coefficient, and CI denotes the shadow fading. Each
element of gI is independent and follows the standard complex
Gaussian distribution, which forms the Rayleigh component of
the channel. The denotation is similar for each hkE of the EH
receiver k.
When a conventional fully-digital beamforming scheme
is applied, N tRF = Nt and we denote the corresponding









Subsequently, we can express the received symbol at the ID
as





E + nI , (2)
where sI and each siE denote the data symbol. nI represents
the additive circular symmetric Gaussian noise with zero mean
and variance σ2. Following the existing literature [20], [22]-
[25], we assume Gaussian signalling and express the received





∣∣hIwkE∣∣2 + σ2 . (3)
For the EH receivers, we assume the noise power at each
receiver is the same as that of ID. For simplicity, a linear
energy harvesting model as in [20]-[25], [42] is considered,
and we express the harvested energy for the k-th EH receiver
as
Ek = η





where η is a constant that represents the efficiency of con-
verting the received radio signals into electrical energy. In (4),
0 < η < 1 and for simplicity we have assumed that each EH
receiver k has an identical energy transformation efficiency η.
We consider the optimization problem where the transmit
power is minimized while meeting the SINR requirement of
the ID and the harvested energy requirement of each EH









Ek ≥ E0, ∀k ∈ K
(5)
where K = {1, 2, ...,K}, and γ0 is the SINR requirement of
the ID. For simplicity we have assumed an identical harvested
energy requirement for each EH receiver, which is denoted as
E0.
III. ANALYSIS OF THE FULLY-DIGITAL BEAMFORMING
PROBLEM AND CLOSED-FORM SOLUTIONS
To introduce the rationale behind the proposed hybrid
iterative scheme in Section V, we firstly perform mathematical
analyses on the fully-digital beamforming problem P1 with
Lagrangian and KKT conditions, where we show that the op-
timality is achieved by employing the information beamformer
only. While the KKT conditions are only necessary conditions
for non-convex optimization problems, for the considered
problems we can verify that the obtained solutions are also
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sufficient. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the hybrid
scheme, and these two observations motivate the design of
the proposed iterative scheme in Section V.
A. A Special Case: Only One EH Receiver
We first consider a special case where there is one ID and
one EH receiver in the system, which motivates the analyses
for the case of K > 1 EH receivers and further the proposition
of the optimal analog beamformer design in Section V. In this
case P1 can be simplified as
P2 : min
wI ,wiE

















− σ2 − hEwEwHEhHE − hEwIwHI hHE ≤ 0
(6)
Accordingly, we express the Lagrangian of P2 as [43]
























where λI and λE denote the dual variables with respect to the
SINR and harvested energy constraint, respectively. The KKT








I hI − λEwHI hHEhE = 0 (8a)
∂L
∂wE

























− σ2 − hEwEwHEhHE − hEwIwHI hHE
)
= 0 (8d)
Dependent on whether the SINR and energy constraint are
active or not, in the following we discuss the optimality
condition of the optimization problem and obtain the optimal
beamforming vectors and the optimal transmit power PTX .
1) Only SINR Constraint is Active: When only the SINR
constraint is strictly met, this indicates that the SINR target is
high and more demanding compared to the harvested energy
requirement, which leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 1: When only the SINR constraint is active,





) · hHI , w∗E = 0, (9)












)2 + ησ2, (10)






Proof : See Appendix A.
2) Only Energy Constraint is Active: When only the energy
constraint is active, this indicates that the harvested energy
requirement is more demanding, which leads to the following
proposition.
Proposition 2: When only the energy constraint is active,






) · hHE , w∗E = c ·w∗I , (12)
where c ≥ 0 and satisfies (73) which is shown in Appendix












) + ησ2, (13)







Proof : See Appendix B.
We observe in (14) that the required transmit power is
independent of c. This can be inferred from the optimization
problem, as the EH receiver harvests the energy from both
the information beamformer and the energy beamformer. As
long as the value of c satisfies (73) (this guarantees that the
SINR target of the ID is met), how the power is distributed
between wI and wE according to (71) will not have an impact
on the total amount of energy harvested by the EH receiver.
We note that by choosing c = 0, the optimality is equivalent
to employing the information beamformer only.
we note that if λE = 0, the optimal solution will be the same
as (9), which corresponds to the extreme point before which
the energy constraint is not active and the optimal solution
is to employ information beamformer only. If λE = 0, the
optimal solution will be (12). Therefore in this section,
3) Both Constraints are Active: When both the SINR
constraint and energy constraint are active, we focus on the
case where λI > 0 and λE > 0, as in this case λE = 0 leads
to (9) and λE = 0 leads to (12). Subsequently, in the case of
λI > 0 and λE > 0, the following proposition is obtained.
Proposition 3: When both the SINR constraint and energy
constraint are active, the optimal beamforming vectors can be
expressed as
w∗I = α · hHI + β · hH⊥ , w∗E = 0, (15)




, and α, β are the weighting factors.






















and the corresponding transmit power required is








Proof : See Appendix C.
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TABLE I: Optimal beamformers and the corresponding transmit power required for the case of one ID and one EH Receiver
Energy target E0 (mW)


























(a) Transmit power (mW)
Energy target E0 (mW)
















(b) Value of ρ
Fig. 2: Nt = 12, one ID, K = 1 EH receiver, γ0 = 16dB
We then summarize the optimal information beamformer,
energy beamformer and the required transmit power for the
case of one ID and one EH receiver in Table I.
To validate our above analyses, in Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2
(b) we depict the transmit power and the power ratio ρ with
respect to the harvested energy requirement E0 respectively,
where ρ represents the percentage that the information beam-





In Fig. 2, the point ‘A’ denotes the extreme point before
which the harvested energy constraint is not active, and
EA0 = E
1
th. The point ‘B’ is the extreme point after which
the energy beamformer can be introduced, and EB0 = E
2
th.
When E0 ≤ E1th, there is only information beamformer and
only the SINR constraint is active, in which case the required
transmit power remains constant; When E1th < E0 < E
2
th,
both of the constraints are active; When E0 ≥ E2th, the energy
beamformer can be introduced, as validated in Fig. 2 (b), and
the required transmit power is linearly increasing with the
increasing harvested energy requirement E0, as given by (79).
B. The Case of K EH Receivers
For a more general case of K > 1 EH receivers in the
system, the optimal solution is not unique and it is generally
difficult to derive the closed-form solutions of the optimization
problem, and we only discuss the optimality condition of the
problem, which is detailed in the following.
1) Only SINR Constraint is Active: This case is similar to
the case where there is only one EH receiver, and the optimal
beamforming scheme will be to employ the information beam-






























2) Only Harvested Energy Constraints are Active: This cor-
responds to the case where the harvested energy requirement
is high, and we can obtain λI = 0 since the SINR constraint
is not active. Subsequently, it is easy to observe from the
stationarity conditions that each wiE is parallel to wI , and
therefore we can express each wiE as
wiE = ci ·wI , ∀i ∈ K. (20)







by following a similar approach in (73).
Accordingly, the power ratio ρ defined in (18) for the case of






















Note that by setting each ci = 0, ∀i ∈ K, we obtain
ρ = 1, which means that the optimality can still achieved
by employing the information beamformer only.
3) Both Constraints are Active: In this case, based on













By following a similar approach in Appendix C, it is shown
by contradiction that the optimality is achieved by employing




= 0, ∀i ∈ K.
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To summarize, for both the special case of one EH receiver
and the case of multiple EH receivers, the optimal transmit
power can be obtained by employing the information beam-
former wI only. This can also be observed based on the fact
that EH receivers do not need to decode the symbols, and
therefore energy beamforming is indeed not necessary. Our
contribution here is that we mathematically prove the above
observation and obtain the closed-form expressions for the
special case of K = 1 EH receiver with the above analysis.
C. Semi-Definite Relaxation (SDR) Approach to Solve P1
By introducing WI = wIwHI , DI = h
H





hkE , P1 can be simplified and further transformed into












+ σ2 ≥ E0
η
, ∀k ∈ K
WI  0, rank {WI} = 1
(23)
By dropping the rank-1 constraint for WI in P3, the relaxed
optimization problem becomes convex, and can be efficiently
solved by convex optimization tools such as CVX. When
rank {W∗I} = 1, the solution to P1 can be obtained by
employing the eigenvalue decomposition of W∗I , given by
w∗I = UΣ
1/2, (24)
where U and Σ correspond to the eigenvectors and eigen-




has been shown in [44][45] that the solution for the relaxed
version of P3 satisfies
rank (W∗I ) ≤
√
K + 1. (25)
Therefore, when there are no more than 2 EH receivers in
the system (K ≤ 2), explicitly we have √K + 1 < 2 and the
obtained solution is guaranteed to be rank-1, which means that
in this case SDR is not a relaxation but an optimal solution
to the original problem. When K > 2, while the obtained
solution cannot be guaranteed to be rank-1, we show below
in Table II that in most cases the obtained solutions still
satisfy the rank-1 constraint and are therefore optimal when
the number of EH receivers K is small. The results in Table II
are obtained based on 5000 channel realizations with Nt = 12,
η = 0.35, E0 = 5mW and γ0 = 10dB. When the obtained
rank of W∗I is larger than 1, we can obtain a feasible close-
to-optimal solution as
wI = τ ·w∗I = τ ·UΣ1/2, (26)














which guarantees that all the constraints in P1 are met.
Therefore, for the small-scale system considered in this paper,
Number of Users (1 +K) 1 2 3 4 5
Average rank of W∗I 1 1 1 1.0528 1.1736
Maximum rank of W∗I 1 1 1 2 2
Rank-1 percentage of W∗I 100% 100% 100% 94.72% 82.64%
TABLE II: Average rank, maximum rank and rank-1 per-
centage of W∗I for P3, Nt = 12, η = 0.35, E0 = 5mW,
γ0 = 10dB
the SDR approach can be effectively applied to obtain the
solution of P1 and the optimization problems in the following
sections.
IV. A LOW-COMPLEXITY HYBRID BEAMFORMING
SCHEME BASED ON SVD
The fully-digital MIMO SWIPT system discussed in Section
III requires a dedicated RF chain for each antenna element,
which is inefficient in both the hardware complexity and power
consumption. Towards energy-efficient SWIPT, we proceed
to study the hybrid structure, and we firstly consider a low-
complexity hybrid beamforming for SWIPT in this section
as a performance benchmark, where the BS employs N tRF
(1 ≤ N tRF < Nt) RF chains and the beamforming is divided
into the analog domain and the digital domain. Then, we can
express the transmit signal vector as











is the data symbol vector,
and s ∈ C(K+1)×1. FBB ∈ CNtRF×(K+1) represents the digital












FRF ∈ CNt×NtRF denotes the analog beamformer imple-
mented with phase shifters. When a fully-connected structure
is considered, as shown in Fig. 3 (a), each entry of FRF satis-
fies the constant modulus constraint, which can be expressed
as
[FRF ]m,n = e
jϕm,n . (30)
For partially-connected structures, as shown in Fig. 3 (b), FRF









where each fpk ∈ CM×1 and M = Nt/N tRF denotes the
number of antennas connected to each RF chain. In this case,
each entry of fpk satisfies
[fpk ]m = e
jφm,k . (32)
In this section, a low-complexity hybrid beamforming
scheme for MIMO SWIPT is proposed based on SVD, which
serves as a benchmark to be compared with the proposed
iterative scheme in Section V. When the hybrid beamforming
scheme is applied, it is generally difficult to directly solve
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(a) Fully-Connected (b) Partially-Connected
Fig. 3: Transmit array structures
the joint optimization problem due to the non-convex constant
modulus constraint of the analog beamformer, which is in the
form of (30). Therefore, to remove the non-convex constant
modulus constraint in the optimization problem, it is intuitive
that we firstly design the analog beamformer FRF , followed
by the design of the low-dimensional digital beamformer FBB
with convex optimization. To be specific, we firstly express the
SVD of the channel as
H = UΣVH , (33)
where U and V = [v1,v2, ...,vNt ] are the left- and right-
singular vectors. Then, each phase ϕm,n of the analog beam-
former FRF is selected as
ϕm,n = θm,n, m ∈M, n ∈ N , (34)
where N = {1, 2, ..., N tRF } and θm,n is the phase of the m-
th element in vn. While we employ an analog beamforming
design based on SVD, other channel-dependent analog designs
can also be applied. With FRF obtained, the optimization







s.t. γI ≥ γ0
Ek ≥ E0, ∀k ∈ K
(35)
While the analysis in Section III is conducted only for the
fully-digital beamforming schemes, similar analysis can be
performed for P4 of the hybrid beamforming, since in such
case the analog beamformer FRF can be regarded as a fixed
matrix. A similar conclusion can be drawn that the opti-
mality for P4 is to employ the low-dimensional information























− σ2, ∀k ∈ K
FI  0, rank {FI} = 1
(36)
where FI = fIfHI . By dropping the rank-1 constraint, P5 can
also be effectively solved. As the rank of the obtained FI is
only related to the number of users (1 +K), the rank result
and approach in Section III-C can be trivially extended to the
hybrid case of P5.
A. Extension to Partially-Connected Structures
When partially-connected structures are considered, the
analog beamformer FRF becomes block-diagonal as shown
in (31), where each fpk ∈ CM×1. Similar to the design for the
fully-connected structures, each entry of fpk for the partially-
connected structures can be obtained as
[fpk ]m = e
jθn,k , (37)
where θn,k denotes the phase of the k-th entry in vn, and we
have k = (n− 1)M +m. As can be seen, the analog beam-
former for the partially-connected structures can only exploit
part of the channel, which will lead to an increased transmit
power PTX to achieve the same performance requirements
compared to the fully-connected structures. We further note
however, that due to the reduced number of RF chains and
phase shifters required, the total power consumption PBS for
partially-connected structures will in fact be much lower than
the fully-digital case and fully-connected structures. We shall
quantify this tradeoff in terms of the total power consumption
at the BS in Section VII.
V. ITERATIVE HYBRID BEAMFORMING BASED ON A
GEOMETRICAL APPROACH
Based on the results given in Table I and the analysis
in Section III, it is observed that the optimal beamforming
scheme is to employ the information beamformer wI only
(by noting that each ci can be set to 0), and the resulting






Similarly, by considering the effective channel expression, the
optimal low-dimensional digital beamformer for the hybrid







Then, based on these two observations, we propose an iterative
scheme where we alternately update the analog beamformer
and the digital beamformer. To be specific, for the design of
the analog beamformer FRF , instead of employing the SVD,
we propose to minimize the difference between the optimal
fully-digital beamformer and the hybrid beamformer, which




s.t. FRF ∈ F
(40)
where we denote F as the set that consists of the matrices
that satisfy the constant modulus constraint for each of their
entries. Based on the analysis in Section III that the optimality
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(a) Step 1: Rotate [fI ]3 to the opposite side
of [wI ]i
(b) Step 2: Rotate [fI ]2 to the opposite side
of [wI ]i
(c) Step 3: Rotate [fI ]1 to the same side of
[wI ]i
Fig. 4: Geometric interpretation of Pi8 and the solution for the example of one ID and K = 2 EH receivers
can be achieved by the information beamformer only, the
objective function of P6 can be further decomposed as
‖W − FRFFBB‖2
=
∥∥∥[wI ,0Nt×K]− FRF [fI ,0(K+1)×K]∥∥∥2




∣∣[wI ]i − f iRF fI ∣∣2,
(41)
where we note that each [wI ]i is a scalar. f
i
RF ∈ C1×(K+1)











. As can be observed in (41),
the objective function is decomposed into Nt independent sub-
functions by row, and therefore the optimization problem P6
is equivalent to minimizing each of the Nt independent sub-
problems. We formulate the i-th sub-problem as
Pi7 : min
f iRF
∣∣[wI ]i − f iRF fI ∣∣
s.t. f iRF ∈ G
(42)
where G denotes the set of row vectors that satisfy the constant







[fI ]m . (43)









f iRF ∈ G
(44)
A. Optimal Analog Beamformer Solution via a Geometrical
Representation






to the corresponding [fI ]m in
(43) can be regarded as the effect of an angle rotation in
the complex plane. Moreover, since [wI ]i in Pi8 is a scalar,
we can therefore employ a geometric representation to arrive
at an optimal solution efficiently. An explanatory geometrical
representation for the case of one ID and K = 2 EH receivers
is shown in Fig. 4, where the dashed brown arrow represents
the optimal fully-digital solution [wI ]i, the solid brown arrow
denotes vi (m) that is to be introduced in (46), and the solid
blue arrows denote each entry in fI . We denote θ0 as the
phase of [wI ]i, θm as the phase of [fI ]m, and we assume θ0,
θm ∈ [0, 2pi), as shown in Fig. 4, where it can be observed
geometrically that the optimal solution for f iRF that minimizes
|ui| in Pi8 is to rotate each [fI ]m such that each resulting
[t]m is collinear to [wI ]i. Then, we introduce the algorithm
employed to solve the sub-problem Pi8 based on successive
phase rotation. To be specific, to achieve collinearity for each






obtained based on Fig. 4 as
ϕm = θ0 − θm, or ϕm = θ0 + pi − θm, (45)
which is dependent on whether [fI ]m is rotated to the same
direction of [wI ]i or the opposite direction of [wI ]i. Define
a function vi with respect to m that represents the difference
between the optimal fully-digital beamformer and the sum of
the previously rotated components of fI as




and we further define vi (1) = [wI ]i. vi (m) therefore rep-
resents the residual portion of [wI ]i to be cancelled. It is
then observed that the value of each ϕm is dependent on the
residual portion vi (m). Moreover, to guarantee optimum and
that the resulting objective function |ui| in Pi8 is minimized,
one should sort the elements in fI in the descending order
of amplitude, and the elements with larger amplitudes should
be rotated first. For example, in Fig. 4, [fI ]3 has the largest
amplitude compared to [fI ]1 and [fI ]2, and therefore we firstly
rotate [fI ]3 to the opposite side of [wI ]i and ϕ3 = θ0 +pi−θ3,
which is shown in Fig. 4 (a) and leads to Fig. 4 (b); Then,
in Fig. 4 (b), since [fI ]2 has a larger amplitude compared to
[fI ]1 and the phase of vi (2) is the same as that of [wI ]i,
therefore [fI ]2 is rotated to the opposite side of [wI ]i and
ϕ2 = θ0 + pi − θ2, which leads to Fig. 4 (c); In Fig. 4 (c),
since the phase of vi (3) is the opposite of [wI ]i, then [fI ]1
is rotated to the same direction of [wI ]i, and ϕ1 = θ0 − θ1.
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, it should be rotated to the opposite
side of vi (m), which can also be observed from the definition
of vi (m). We then summarize the above algorithm to obtain
f iRF in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Optimal Analog Beamformer Solution for Pi8
input : [wI ]i, fI ; output : f
i
RF .
θ0 = arg {[wI ]i}, fˆI = sort (fI ,d).














if arg {vi (m)} = arg {[wI ]i} then
ϕm0 = θ0 + pi − θm0 .
end if
if arg {vi (m)} = pi + arg {[wI ]i} then







In Algorithm 1, aˆ = sort (a,d) denotes the function that
sorts the elements of a in a descending order of amplitude,
and the re-ordered vector is denoted as aˆ. The function x =
find {a = b} means that [b]x = a, and we denote arg {a} as
the phase of a. With the above algorithm, the optimal f iRF
can be efficiently obtained and the resulting |ui| is guaranteed
to be the minimal. We perform Algorithm 1 to calculate each
f iRF for Nt times, and then the optimal analog beamformer
FRF can be obtained.
B. Iterative Design
It is observed that the above design of each f iRF requires
the knowledge of the digital beamformer fI , we then propose
an iterative design where we alternately update FRF and
FBB until convergence or a maximum number of iterations
is reached. The proposed algorithm is then summarized in
Algorithm 2, where wI is the optimal fully-digital beamformer
for P3 in Section III, F0BB is the initial low-dimensional
digital beamformer of the hybrid scheme obtained from P5 in
Section IV, and Nmax denotes the maximum iteration number.
We introduce ∆ as a variable that represents the convergence
accuracy, and ∆th denotes the accuracy threshold.
Algorithm 2 The Iterative Hybrid Beamforming Design





n = 0, W(0)h = 0.
while n ≤ Nmax and ∆ ≥ ∆th do
Obtain f (n)I from F
(n)
BB based on (51)
Obtain F(n+1)RF by Algorithm 1 with f
(n)
I







BB , ∆ =
∥∥∥W(n+1)h −W(n)h ∥∥∥









Convergence: It has been shown in Table II that for
the considered small-scale system, in most cases the SDR
approach can obtain the optimal rank-1 solution. In this case,
since the sub-problems to obtain FRF and FBB in each
iteration are solved optimally, the iterative design in Algorithm
2 is guaranteed to converge [46][47]. Nevertheless, when the
rank of the obtained solution is larger than 1, while the
convergence cannot be explicitly proven, a feasible close-to-
optimal solution can be obtained based on (26)-(27), and it
is observed in our simulations that the proposed scheme is
also shown to be convergent. Furthermore, our scheme also
includes a maximum number of iterations Nmax to terminate
the iterations and return a solution.
C. Computational Complexity Analysis
For both of the proposed schemes, it is observed that the
dominant complexity arises from solving the optimization
problems by CVX. For each optimization problem, CVX
firstly transforms the original problem into the dual problem,
which is then solved by the interior-point algorithms. Based
on [22][48], the complexity of the interior-point algorithm for
solving the dual problem of an M -dimensional optimization






operations. For the fully-digital scheme based on the optimiza-
tion problem P3, WI and each WiE are Nt-dimensional, and
there is one ID and K EH receivers in the system, which leads
to M = Nt, and N = K+1. For the proposed hybrid scheme
based on SVD, we can similarly obtain that M = K + 1,
and N = K + 1, and the complexity of the proposed iterative
scheme will be Nmax times higher than that of the hybrid
scheme based on SVD, since CVX needs to be performed
Nmax times, as observed in Algorithm 2. We can then obtain











































It is then observed that the complexity of both the hybrid
schemes is irrelevant to the number of transmit antennas Nt
at the BS, and the complexity-reduction gain will be higher
when Nt increases. A representative MIMO SWIPT scenario
is explored in Table III below, where the number of transmit
antennas at the BS is Nt = 12, and the complexity of
each scheme is compared with the increasing number of EH
receivers.
It is also observed that compared to the fully-digital case,
both of the proposed hybrid schemes require less computa-
tional complexity, and the hybrid scheme based on SVD is
the most computationally efficient one.
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1 ID, 3 EHs 1 ID, 4 EHs 1 ID, 5 EHs
Fully-digital O (2.6× 105) O (4.7× 105) O (7.9× 105)
Hybrid PC O (8.1× 103) O (3.1× 104) O (9.3× 104)
Hybrid Iterative O (3.2× 104) O (1.2× 105) O (3.7× 105)
TABLE III: Computational complexity of the fully-digital
scheme and the hybrid schemes for Nt = 12, Nmax = 4
D. Extension to Partially-Connected Structures
When partially-connected structures are considered for the
proposed iterative design, each f iRF in (42) only has one non-
zero element, and we only need to rotate this entry to the
opposite side of [wI ]i, which greatly simplifies the design.
We then summarize the Algorithm to obtain FRF for partially-
connected structures in Algorithm 3, where the function dxe
denotes the minimum integer that is not smaller than x.
Algorithm 3 Analog Beamformer of the Iterative Scheme for
Partially-Connected Structures
input : wI , fI ; output : FRF .
for i = 1 : Nt do
f iRF = 0
1×(K+1)






























VI. ROBUST HYBRID DESIGN FOR IMPERFECT CSI
In practical wireless communication scenarios, there exist
errors in obtaining the CSI and the perfect CSI assumption is
no longer valid. The channel estimation techniques for hybrid
structures are still an ongoing topic, where some results and
approaches can be found in [49]-[51]. To study the robust
hybrid beamforming design for the proposed scheme, in this
section we employ a generic additive CSI error model, given
by [52]






E , ∀k ∈ K. (48)
The channel uncertainty is considered as bounded by a spher-
ical region, which can be expressed as
DI :=
{








∥∥ekE∥∥ ≤ δ0} , ∀k ∈ K, (49)
where δ0 denotes the channel inaccuracy coefficient which
defines the radius of the spherical region.
We then proceed to investigate the robust power minimiza-
tion for imperfect CSI, where we propose to consider the
channel uncertainty for the design of the digital beamformer
while retaining the design of the analog beamformer as for
perfect CSI in Section IV and V, where in the case of imperfect
CSI the analog beamformer is obtained based on hˆI and
hˆkE . Then, the optimization problem to obtain the robust low-






∥∥∥FˆRF fˆI∥∥∥2∣∣∣hIFˆRF fˆI ∣∣∣2 ≥ γ0σ2, ∀hI ∈ DI∣∣∣hkEFˆRF fˆI ∣∣∣2 ≥ E0η − σ2,∀k ∈ K, ∀hkE ∈ DkE
(50)
where we note that the problem P9 contains infinite number of
constraints and it is difficult to directly solve it. To guarantee
that the constraints are met, we then consider the worst-case






Then, the SINR constraint in P9 is further transformed into
S˜INR ≥ γ0, ∀hI ∈ DI . (52)









(52) is equivalent to: ∀eIeHI ≤ δ20 ,
hIUIh
H









− σ2 ≥ 0















− σ2 ≥ 0
(54)
Lemma: S-procedure [43]: For a complex Hermitian matrix
U ∈ CNt×Nt , b ∈ CNt×1, a scalar c and a vector v ∈ C1×Nt ,
the following condition
vUvH + vb + bHvH + c ≥ 0, ∀‖v‖2 ≤ r2 (55)
is true if and only if there exists a non-negative variable t such
that [




Subsequently, by employing the S-procedure into (54), the
worst-case SINR constraint can be transformed into a positive
semi-definite (PSD) form as[





I − σ2 − tIδ20
]
 0. (57)
The worst-case energy constraint for the EH receiver k can be














− E0η − σ2 − tkEδ20
  0.
(58)
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In (57) and (58), tI ≥ 0 and each tkE ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K are
introduced auxiliary variables. Then, by defining FˆI = fˆI fˆHI ,


























I − σ2 − tIδ20
]














− E0η − σ2 − tkEδ20
  0, ∀k
(59)
Then, with FˆRF obtained by the SVD in Section IV or
Algorithm 1 in Section V, P10 can then be efficiently solved
by dropping the rank-1 constraints. The robust solution for the
hybrid iterative scheme can then be obtained by substituting
P10 with P5 in Algorithm 2.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Power Consumption Model at the BS
Before presenting the numerical results, to demonstrate the
significant power savings introduced by the hybrid analog-
digital architectures, we first introduce the power consumption
model employed in the simulations. For the fully-digital case,
the analog phase shifters are not needed. Then, based on
[53][54], the power consumption model at the BS is given
by
PDBS = Nt (Nt + 1)PPA + PBB +Nt (PRFC + PDAC) ,
PFBS = Nt
(





+N tRF (PRFC + PDAC) ,
PPBS = NtPPA +NtPPS + PBB +N
t
RF (PRFC + PDAC) ,
(60)
where PDBS , P
F
BS , and P
P
BS denote the total power consump-
tion at the BS for fully-digital case, hybrid fully-connected
and hybrid partially-connected structures, respectively. In (60),
PPA = (1/η0)PTX is the power consumed at the power
amplifier to generate the transmit power PTX , with η0 being
the power amplifier efficiency. PPS represents the power con-
sumption for phase shifters, PRFC the power consumption for
the RF chains, PDAC the power consumption for the digital-
to-analog converters, and PBB the power consumption for the
baseband processing. The value of the power consumption for
each hardware component follows [53], which employs prac-
tical power values. This means that the power compensation
for the losses existing in practical hardware components has
already been taken into account. The simulation parameters
are summarized in Table IV, and remain constant throughout
the simulations unless otherwise stated. We further note that
for the considered power minimization problem, the improved
energy efficiency is obtained by requiring a lower total power
consumption at the BS for a given performance.
Simulation parameters Values
Antenna Number at the BS, Nt 12
Number of ID 1
Number of EH receivers, K 3
Number of RF chains, NtRF 4
Propagation constant, α0 1
Pathloss coefficient, β 2
Shadow fading, CI , CkE 1
Distance of ID and BS, DI (m) 10
Distance of EH receivers and BS, DkE (m) 5
Channel noise power, σ2 (mW) 0.1
Energy transfer efficiency, η 0.35
Power amplifier efficiency, η0 0.5
Power of phase shifters, PPS (mW) 30
Power of RF chains, PRFC (mW) 40
Power of DAC, PDAC (mW) 200
Power of baseband processing, PBB (mW) 5
Channel uncertainty coefficient, δ0 0.02
TABLE IV: Simulation Parameters
B. Results
In this section, we conduct Monte Carlo simulations to
evaluate the performance of the proposed hybrid schemes. We
compare our proposed schemes with the fully-digital scheme,
and we further include a result for hybrid beamforming where
analog beamformer employs random phases. The following
abbreviations are applied for clarity:
1) “Fully-digital”: conventional fully-digital scheme at the
BS, P2;
2) “SVD, Fully/Partially”: the proposed hybrid scheme
based on the SVD in Section IV for the fully- and
partially-connected structures respectively;
3) “Iterative, Fully/Partially”: the proposed iterative hybrid
design by Algorithm 2 in Section V for the fully- and
partially-connected structures respectively;
4) “Random, Fully/Partially”: the hybrid beamforming with
an analog beamforming where the phase shifters employ
random phases.
In Fig. 5, we evaluate the convergence of the proposed
iterative scheme by plotting the value of the transmit power
and the value of ∆ with respect to the iteration number n.
We select F0BB as the digital beamformer obtained by P5
in Section IV. It can be observed that the proposed iterative
scheme is convergent within n = 4 iterations. Furthermore,
the performance gap compared to the fully-digital case is
marginal.
Fig. 6 presents the required transmit power PTX and total
power consumption at the BS PBS of each scheme with
respect to the increasing SINR target of the ID, where the har-
vested energy requirement for each EH receiver is E0 = 5mW.
Among hybrid structures, as expected the hybrid beamforming
with random phases achieves the worst performance, as the
analog beamformer does not exploit the channel. In terms
of the required transmit power, the fully-digital case is the
optimal and requires the lowest transmit power because of the
full-RF structure, while the hybrid structures are sub-optimal
and require a higher transmit power due to the reduced hard-
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Iteration number n




















(a) Transmit power PTX (mW)
Iteration number n










(b) Value of ∆
Fig. 5: Convergence of the iterative scheme for Nt = 12, one
ID, K = 3 EH receivers, E0 = 5mW, γ0 = 10dB
ware components and the consequent reduced capability. More
importantly, when we consider the total power required at the
BS, on the contrary, the hybrid structures are indeed more
advantageous. Thanks to the reduced number of RF chains,
both hybrid structures are shown to significantly reduce the
total power consumption required at the BS, which reveals that
the hybrid structures are more energy efficient. In particular,
the partially-connected structures are the most power efficient
because of the reduced number of phase shifters, compared to
the fully-connected structures.
In Fig. 7, we compare the required transmit power and the
total power at the BS with an increasing harvested energy
requirement for each EH receiver, where the SINR target
for the ID is γ0 = 10dB. It can be observed that both the
transmit power and the total power consumption at the BS
keep increasing with the increase in the harvested energy
requirement E0. In both figures, the proposed iterative scheme
outperforms the hybrid scheme based on SVD, and the per-
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(b) Total power at BS PBS (W)
Fig. 6: Transmit power PTX and total power at the BS PBS
required for Nt = 12, one ID, K = 3 EH receivers, E0 = 5
mW, Nmax = 4
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(b) Total power at BS PBS (W)
Fig. 7: Transmit power PTX and total power at the BS PBS
required for Nt = 12, one ID, K = 3 EH receivers, γ0 = 10
dB, Nmax = 4
formance gain is more significant for the partially-connected
structures due to the optimal analog beamforming design. In
Fig. 7 (b), it is shown that the iterative hybrid scheme with
partially-connected structures requires the lowest total power
consumption at the BS.
In Fig. 8, we compare the performance of the hybrid
schemes with respect to the number of RF chains. With a
reduced number of RF chains, the performance gap between
the fully-digital case and hybrid structures is larger, and the
proposed iterative hybrid scheme is shown to be less sensitive
to the reduction in the number of RF chains. It is also observed
that the performance gains of the proposed iterative scheme
over the low-complexity hybrid scheme are more significant
with a smaller number of RF chains. In Fig. 8 (b), we note
that the total power consumption at the BS is jointly decided
by the transmit power in Fig. 8 (a) and the number of RF
chains, where the proposed iterative scheme still outperforms
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(b) Total power at BS PBS (W)
Fig. 8: Transmit power PTX and total power at the BS PBS
required for Nt = 12, one ID, K = 3 EH receivers, γ0 = 10
dB, Nmax = 4
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Solid: Non-robust, Perfect CSI
Dashed: Robust, Imperfect CSI
Fig. 9 Transmit power PTX of the robust scheme for imperfect
CSI, Nt = 12, one ID, K = 3 EH receivers, E0 = 5 mW,
Nmax = 4, δ0 = 0.02
the low-complexity hybrid scheme based on SVD.
In Fig. 9, the required transmit power for the robust
beamforming schemes for imperfect CSI is shown with the
increasing SINR target of the ID, where the harvested energy
requirement for each EH receiver is E0 = 5mW. It can be
observed that compared to the perfect CSI case, the robust
schemes require a higher transmit power to ensure that the
SINR target and the energy requirements are met by consid-
ering the worst-case received SINR of the ID and harvested
energy of each EH receiver. While the schemes for perfect
CSI consume less power, they cannot guarantee that all the
constraints are satisfied under the scenarios with imperfect
CSI.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the energy-efficient SWIPT techniques for
MIMO systems with limited RF chains are studied, where
we consider the scenario of one ID and several separate EH
receivers. By analytically proving that in the scenario under
study only an information beamformer is required, we propose
a hybrid beamforming scheme based on SVD, followed by
an iterative hybrid scheme that exploits this observation. We
further propose the robust hybrid beamforming for imperfect
CSI scenarios. It is shown that the hybrid structures require
much less power to achieve the same performance as the fully-
digital case, which makes the hybrid structures promising for
the future energy-efficient transmission.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
In this case, the harvested energy by the information beam-
former can already meet the energy requirement for the EH











and w∗E = 0 because in this case the presence of the energy
beamformer will only degrade the received SINR performance
of the ID. Based on the complementary slackness condition in
(8d), we further obtain λI > 0 and λE = 0. Accordingly, the













I = 0. (62)
We note that the optimal wI is not unique and is invariant to
a phase rotation, and therefore in (62) we can assume there















We can further obtain λI = γ0(hIhHI )
, which leads to the final





) · hHI . (64)
Subsequently, we obtain the optimal transmit power as









which is only relevant to the SINR target of the ID and
















)2 + ησ2 ∆= E1th. (66)
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
In this case, the SINR requirement for the ID is over-













Based on the complementary slackness condition in (8c), we
then have λI = 0 and λE > 0, and the stationarity conditions
in (8a) and (8b) can be further transformed into










It is observed that the optimal wI and wE are parallel, and
without loss of generality we can assume
wE = c ·wI , (69)
where c ≥ 0. Furthermore, as the energy constraint is active,











⇒ hEwI = wHI hHE =
√
E0 − ησ2
η (1 + c2)
.
(70)
By substituting (70) into (68a), the optimal information beam-











) · hHE . (71)
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By further incorporating the expressions of the optimal beam-










With some further transformations based on (72), we obtain










































Since c2 ≥ 0, based on (73) we can obtain the requirement












) + ησ2 ∆= E2th, (74)
and we further note that E2th obtained in (74) is guaranteed to






E ≥ hIhHEhEhHI . (75)
In (75), the equality holds only when hI and hE are parallel.













which is independent of c.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
We firstly derive the expression of the total transmit power,
based on which we prove that w∗E = 0 by contradiction.
We then obtain the expression of the optimal information
beamformer w∗I . To be specific, we multiply wI and wE to














wHEwE = −λIhIwEwHEhHI + λEhEwEwHEhHE (77b)
The sum of (77a) and (77b) yields


























It is observed in (78) that the left-hand side is the total transmit
power. Since both the SINR constraint and the energy con-
straint are active, the right-hand side can be further simplified
and the total transmit power is obtained as








which means that the optimal transmit power is only related
to the dual variables.
Based on (79), we proceed to prove that w∗E = 0 by contra-
diction. We firstly assume one case where the optimal solution
is an information beamformer w0I only that satisfies both of
the constraints, and the corresponding power consumption is
obtained as










In addition, we consider another case where we need an
information beamformer wI and an energy beamformer wE
to satisfy both of the constraints with the same total transmit










As can be observed, to have PTX = P 0TX , we can obtain
λI = λ
0
I and λE = λ
0
E . Then, we express the stationarity














hHI hI − λEhHEhE
)
= 0. (82b)
With λI = λ0I and λE = λ
0
E , it is then observed that w
0
I and
wI are parallel, and without loss of generality we assume
wI = a ·w0I , (83)
where a is real and a 6= 0. As the SINR constraint is active








































Since wE 6= 0, we have a2 > 1. On the other hand, by
considering the active energy constraint, similarly we will
obtain a2 < 1 to satisfy the energy constraint, which causes
contradiction. Therefore, the optimal case is to employ the
information beamformer only.
When both of the SINR and harvested energy constraints
are active, it is difficult to compute the exact closed-form
expression of w∗I . Nevertheless, based on the observation that
both of the SINR and energy constraints are active with the






, we can obtain that the
optimal beamforming vector wI is in the form of [55]
wI = α · hHI + β · hH⊥ , (86)










structure ensures that the SINR constraint is met, and the value
of the complex weighting factor β dependent on E0 can be
obtained with the active energy harvesting constraint.
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